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No matter who we are, where we are from, or what we do, we face one unescapable reality in

life – death. Death is our ultimate commonality. It is inescapable, inevitable, and for many, quite

frightening. But it doesn't have to be. "Good Goodbyes: A Mortal's Guide to Life" is a resource

guide for The End, providing a holistic approach for a universal problem.This captivating book

is a wake-up call, an organizing system, and inspiration for getting your affairs in order. We

can't change our ultimate outcome, but it's possible for dying to be more of a transformative

passage rather than a medical crisis. Most people don't intend to leave a mess behind, but

failing to anticipate and plan ahead results in a chaotic conclusion. Prevent the chaos and plan

for this unavoidable yet transformative part of life.

About the AuthorJoan Grey graduated from West Point in the first class with women and was

commissioned in the Army in May 1980. She served in the US and Germany as a platoon

leader, commander, and staff officer until injuries from a parachute accident led to a medical

discharge. The accident ended her military career but opened her eyes to hospital chaplaincy.

She completed chaplaincy training and served at Wake Medical Center in NC, Tampa General

Hospital and Moffitt Cancer Center in FL. During her husband's military service, frequent

moves resulted in an eclectic career path including additional employment as an environmental

educator, fundraiser, facilitator, and numerous volunteer positions to include time as a hospice

volunteer. In addition to an undergraduate degree from West Point, she has graduate degrees

from San Jose State and Harvard."Good Goodbyes: A Mortal's Guide to Life" distills research

from her thesis: "Awakening to Mortality: End-of-Life as Rite of Passage and Pathway to

Transformation", which fulfilled requirements for a Master's in Religion from Harvard. A

September 2021 diagnosis of pancreatic cancer has provided an opportunity to test and

validate the premise of Good Goodbyes – preparation before expiration makes it possible to

live fully and consciously all the way until the end. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Raves about Good Goodbyes“Joan Grey accomplishes so much in this book, that my medical

training and family practice over 30 years never did for me. Most people expect healthcare

professionals to know how to prepare their patients and families for the inevitable day when we

pass. Not at all.“Joan uses wit, acronyms, alliteration, and a wealth of references to help all of

us prepare for the inevitable – our death. While not a topic most embrace – she raises the case

to prepare for our departure if not for us – for those we love and leave behind.“Pages of

practical actionable advice that we all could take to help prepare ourselves, family, and friends

for what no one is likely to escape. Stories illustrate the positive impact we can make if we just

stop and learn more about what we can do now. As a family physician trained over 30 years

ago – there was more information and advice in this book than I have seen before. Physicians,

nurses, and most healthcare professionals DO NOT know how or train for helping others in

death. And yet perhaps the real responsibility is the individual.“Good Goodbyes is well

organized and referenced yet written with illustrative stories and wit to inspire us to accept this

ultimate responsibility ourselves.”- Bill Lynagh, MD“Good Goodbyes is profound, inspirational,

and motivational. Death characterized as a threshold to eternity is serene and comforting.

Choosing how we spend our time and formulating a love letter that lasts resonate with me. We

all have stories to tell. I want to make sure mine are told and that loved ones have cherished

memories to reflect on. I want to spend time with those who care about me, use simple words

of love, and write letters to my children and grandchildren for significant future milestones in

their lives – my way of being present. Lastly, I plan to set aside objects that each might want as

a tangible reminder of me.”- Amy Murrell, West Point 1980 classmate“Planning ahead for our

good goodbyes is so easy to put off and leave on the back burner. Good Goodbyes is so well

thought out and filled with good ideas.”- Cathy Sterling: Nana, Weaver, Army spouse, Loving

Friend“I think this is an extremely valuable book, especially in the detailed and sensible

recommendations it makes.”- Kevin Madigan, Winn Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Harvard

Divinity School“Joan is offering a book I would certainly want to read in full. She makes an

interesting comparison with a wildly successful guide to the other end of life, What to Expect

When You’re Expecting, which was published 36 years ago by Workman Publishing, which now

owns Algonquin Books, the company I helped found.”- Shannon Purves, former editor,

Algonquin BooksCopyright © 2022 by Joan GreyOpus One Studios8641 Elm Street, Suite

1154McLean, VA 22101All rights reserved. No portion of this book, except for brief review, may

be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—

electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, or otherwise—without the written consent and

permission of the publisher.Cover and Interior Design by Brent SpearsBehold! I make all things

new.1Revelation 21:5 NIVDedicationEmbrace the threshold.Where we began, so we’ll end.1"�All

profits to charityBuying Good Goodbyes will not only help set the stage for your good goodbye

but will benefit West Point Women. The West Point Women’s Conference Endowment is

designated as the “worthy cause,” which will receive 100% of the publisher’s and author’s

profits generated by sales of this book.JSG "� Jan 2021ContentsRaves about Good
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talk about dying. But Good Goodbyes liberates us to acknowledge that death is part of life—we

may call it “unfortunate” but the ending is the price we pay for living. We need Good Goodbyes

to help us prepare for the inevitable. As Mel Brooks says, “Live life! No one gets out alive.”Read

this book through—enjoy the imagery, the well-chosen words, the research, and the humor.

Then use this loving, gentle call to action as your workbook or guide – write in it and ‘dog-ear’

the pages.Learn, Reflect, Act—be aware and then prepare—what is more important than

working on your legacy and your love letter to the cherished people in your life? You might

discover that life is stronger than death.Joan Grey tackles a difficult subject with honesty and

humor and gently guides us to prepare a legacy of love.Jane F. Collen,Intellectual Property

Lawyer, author of historical fiction series The Journey of Cornelia Rose, and the children’s

book series The Enjella Adventure SeriesPreface:Life Happens1…In my 20s, I was an Army

paratrooper with what seemed like a predictable path ahead. Those assumptions failed during

a nighttime tactical parachute mission. In the afternoon before parachuting, I had gone for a

run. That night I collided in mid-air with another parachutist. The resulting hard landing and

paralyzing injuries launched me into surgeries, treatments, and rehabilitation. My career in the

Army was over, and my health wasn’t in great shape either. Doctors weren’t sure I’d walk again.

An initial surgery fixed my spine for wheeling, not walking. It turns out that the paralysis was

incomplete. I eventually learned to walk, but that run was seared in memory as my last run—

ever.I wanted my old life back. It took a long time, but ultimately I recognized the futility of

knocking on the proverbial closed door. I hadn’t died, but parts of my life were gone and there

was no going back. I needed to come to terms with where I was and who I could become. Not

resurrection, but transformation.With the Army over, I used my experiences and became a

hospital chaplain. Having paid the tuition, I could share my lessons by serving patients and

families in their time of need. I encountered many things as a chaplain, but the biggest insight:

most people have a delusional sense of safety. They don’t think the reality of mortality applies

to them. Few I ministered to were prepared for illness, injury, or dying.That magical thinking

applied to me too. While studying for a master’s degree in religion, I had three close calls. In

sequential years, I was trapped on a train during a fatal fire, barely avoided a tree falling in front

of my car on the highway, and got hit by a bus while biking. It took the bus accident to connect

the dots and reveal life’s cardinal rule: you just never know. Any of those incidents could have

been an exit instead of a detour.On the Metro train awaiting rescue, I had 45 minutes lying on a

dirty carpet to wonder: What if this is it? If I don’t make it out alive, how much of a mess am I

leaving behind?That question continues to haunt and motivate. I wrote my thesis —Awakening

to Mortality: End-of-life as Rite of Passage and Pathway to Transformation—as an initial

response. With its approval, I completed degree requirements and graduated from Harvard in

2019.The next step is this book: Good Goodbyes: A Mortal’s Guide to Life. While conducting

thesis research, I identified a gap. If you decide to get your affairs in order, what’s the process?

Who’s the guide? Where are the books? Who conducts pre-mortem Lamaze classes? End-of-

life is professionalized and atomized: doctors try to fix body parts; attorneys draft legal

documents; ministers extol a heavenly reward. Is that what it’s all about? You may argue: “But

wait, doctors will be there at the end.” Yes, but trying to keep you alive. Dead is not a good

patient outcome. Treatments are billable. Death equals failure.Except that our outcome is a



certainty—we don’t get out alive. And, because we revere beginnings and revile endings, we

close our eyes to what’s ahead. Which means when we or someone we love reaches that

predictable stage, the reality can overwhelm. We’re not the first to walk the end-of-life path, but

denial, delusion, and delay force us to bushwhack a trail and learn as we go. And then we

wonder: “Why didn’t someone tell me? Why didn’t I know this ahead of time?” We will all face

situations when we wish we could hit stop and rewind. Sharing my hard-won insights won’t

spare you trauma, but it could make you just a bit better prepared.During my research and

writing, I was reminded of touring the Spinal Cord Injury Center as a new patient. I commented

on the facility’s accessible design for those “confined to wheelchairs.” The staff member set me

straight. With what seemed like a rehearsed rebuke: “A wheelchair liberates. Confined is when

someone who needs a chair doesn’t have one.” That exchange made me see mobility and

assistive devices in a new light. I hope Good Goodbyes might reframe death and inspire you to

think differently about mortality. You may not be inclined to befriend the end, but maybe Good

Goodbyes will change your perspective. Death may be a hard boundary, but we imprison

ourselves with self-inflicted fear and failure to face reality. Is it possible for the end to be a

liberating force rather than a limiting constraint?Life can change in an instant. Crashing into the

ground shattered body parts, smashed the illusion of invulnerability, and opened my eyes.

Chaplaincy, the Metro, tree, bus, and whatever comes next remind: there will come a time,

when time is up. And a grace period isn’t promised to get our act together. A good goodbye

doesn’t happen by chance.We don’t know when a run or a kiss will be the last, so ask

yourself:Have I said what needs to be said and done what needs to be done?Have I taken

steps that will make it easier for those left behind?Have I considered what will bring me a

sense of peace and completion?You don’t know how much time you have, but you do have a

choice: you can…Go it alone. If so, blessings on the journey.Or learn from my mistakes,

experiences, and research.And keep reading Good Goodbyes.Just don’t go without saying

goodbye.A light in the tunnelMetro smoke, January 2015IntroductionThere’s no going back.The

beginning can’t be changed.Start now. Change the end.2Awoman appears at the emergency

room, with a man holding her arm. Her belly’s distended and she winces in pain. In-between

contractions, she beams; she’s been waiting for this day. Her baby is about to be born. The

emergency department personnel smile as they watch the couple head to obstetrics. Since her

pregnancy was confirmed months ago, a detailed birthing plan has been a work-in-progress.

The couple have already toured the posh birthing suite, attended childbirth classes, and

selected a gourmet meal for a post-delivery celebration. They know where to go, what to do,

and are ready to welcome their new family member. Life is good.An elderly man staggers into

the emergency department, gasping and grabbing his chest. Before he can be wheeled to the

trauma bay, he loses consciousness and slumps down. Who is he? How old is he? Is he on

medications? Does he have pre-existing conditions? Who’s his next of kin? The man seems to

have arrived alone and now he can’t talk. A nurse finds a driver’s license in the patient’s wallet,

so they know name, age, and address. That’s a start, but critical information is missing. The

care team does a physical exam and orders labs, trying to get a preliminary diagnosis as the

treatment golden hour ticks down. A blank slate and educated guesses may not be enough

when minutes count.Birth and death are flip sides of the coin of life. But how differently we treat

them. We revere the beginning. Within several generations, childbirth has changed from a

doctor-centered, mother-sedated, father-excluded medical event to expecting a holistic,

momentous experience, with the pregnant woman well-prepared, and to a certain extent calling

the shots, for what lies ahead.And what about the ending? Death is often a technology-

assisted, patient-sedated, family-excluded medical event. Not a profound metamorphosis but



an isolating, unconscious, physical failure. Which COVID-19 has only made worse… Why?We

don’t like death.We don’t like to think about it.We don’t like to talk about it.We pretend the day

will never come.We thought we’d have more time.This isn’t what I expected.It’s always too soon

until it’s too late. Eventually, our date with destiny arrives, a D-day that might range from the

ultimate four-letter word dead to another devastating D-word variant—divorce, dementia,

disease, disaster. We associate death with pain, something we’re hard-wired to avoid. Avoiding

makes it seem like we’re protecting ourselves and those we love, but the very thing that we try

to ignore eventually shows up. Mortality, like gravity, is a force of nature. We can fight it –

temporarily. And our “never say die” approach means that we’re blindsided, unprepared, and

scrambling to deal with a predictable, and yet unpredictable, event. Our failing to be aware and

prepared may make dying harder for us and for those we love.Good Goodbyes: A Mortal’s

Guide to Life presents a holistic approach for a universal problem. It’s a wake-up call, an

organizing system, and inspiration for getting your affairs in order. We can’t change death – our

ultimate outcome – but it’s possible for dying to be more of a transcendent passage rather than

a medical crisis. Most people don’t intend to leave a mess behind, but failing to anticipate and

plan results in a chaotic conclusion. Good Goodbyes aims to inform, encourage, and empower

you by providing indispensable information, practical advice, and reflective insights. A plan, a

process, and a list can make your journey easier. Getting your end-of-life act together can be a

love letter that lasts. The book’s organizing framework – Aware, Prepare, Share and Care –

corresponds to perspectives of head, hands, and heart, encompassed in whole: Spirit. Being

Aware, being Prepared, and Sharing because you Care are a means to the end; love is the

bottom line. Moving from good intentions to thoughtful actions can ease burdens and bring

peace of mind.Removing the blinders lets us approach the end of life as intentionally as we

prepare for birth, and perhaps help make this entirely expected stage transformative rather

than catastrophic. Good Goodbyes’ holistic approach can ease fears of the unknown by

providing a system, tools, and checklists. Being aware of the road ahead, considering

preferences, preparing documents, and sharing information can take some of the mayhem out

of mourning.I am honored that you have chosen to explore life’s final transition with me. As you

read, use ideas that resonate; ignore what doesn’t fit. Just don’t go without saying

goodbye.One:The Other TalkResponsible parents tell their children about how babies come

into being. Having “The Talk” about the facts of life may feel awkward but is essential to protect

our children. They need to know. When a woman gets pregnant, abundant resources explain

the process she’ll be going through. A first-time mother especially has many questions: What

should I expect? What’s normal? What do I need to watch out for? What should I be worried

about? How can I relieve this symptom? Guidebooks and websites provide support,

encouragement, and guidance every step of the way. We teach about reproduction and

pregnancy, but we shouldn’t stop there. Here’s the thing: contraception can prevent birth, but

there’s no lasting prophylaxis against death. It’s part of the human condition that no one

escapes. The price of life is dying. Maybe the date will occur decades in the future, but the

countdown timer starts at birth. Not everyone will face pregnancy. But dying – we’re all in it

together, no matter how much we deny or try to postpone the reality. It’s not a secret, but you

wouldn’t know it by our attitudes and actions. Fear and squeamishness make death topic non

grata—“that which must not be named” exacerbated by our “see no evil, hear no evil, speak no

evil” rules of engagement. Yes. The idea of impermanence is scary and disorienting, but it’s

compounded by failing to talk about it and lacking resources for navigating the

inevitability.Good Goodbyes: A Mortal’s Guide to Life includes the facts of life about the end of

life. Even if you find the topic distressing, know that your preparation will make it easier for



yourself and others. Dying well is about living well and may mean coming to terms with

omissions and mistakes. It isn’t about a high-tech respirator, designer hospital gown, or the

most expensive ICU room. You’ll get no bonus points for having a famous doctor, the longest

scar, or most surgeries. Expecting a Goldilocks fairy-tale scenario – not too soon, not too late –

can result in a nightmare. Ignoring the facts may feel like it eases the pain, but it may be setting

a trap, hurting ourselves and the people we love.We don’t know when, where, or how. There

are many things we can’t control. But there are things we can change. Now more than ever,

having lived through the COVID times, this information is vital. Take a chance. Take some time.

Stay with me as we explore some of the things I’ve found out and figured out. I hope you’ll use

Good Goodbyes as a prompt to consider situations you might encounter as life is ending. But

remember, the best time to think and act is when there’s not a cloud in the sky.PainWe equate

dying with pain. Hopefully, your doctors will control physical pain and ensure you’re comfortable

because bodily pain can overwhelm. When you’re hurting physically, it’s hard to think about

much else. But, this pain is just the tip of the iceberg. There’s also existential pain, the anguish

associated with staring into the abyss. It’s almost impossible to wrap our heads around not

being, so this ache has no quick, overnight relief. And then there’s emotional pain. No amount

of preparation helps. No matter how ready we are, separation from loved ones will hurt.

Sadness is the price we pay for love. We can’t solve death, but shining light can make it less

scary. To fix a problem, we must first face it. And finally, there’s the pain of undone practicalities:

pretending won’t protect us; ignoring won’t bring peace. We can spare others by preparing

ahead of time for death’s inevitable arrival, instead of compounding the pain. We can have our

affairs organized rather than paying pain forward and leaving survivors with a mess to clean

up.Gain: Why the Information in Good Goodbyes is important“Clear is kind. Unclear is

unkind.”3Instead of viewing this work as estate planning—a phrase that evokes sterile,

complicated legal documents—consider this as legacy or PEACE planning. Doing the work

outlined in Good Goodbyes can ease fears by providing an idea of what to expect, making it

easier for those we love. While death has no antidote, following the steps outlined in Good

Goodbyes can lead to PEACE.Peace of mindExpression of loveAutonomy extenderChaos

controlEase burdensThe difference between an adventure and an ordeal is planning. If we

consider the end of life as an open-book test, we realize that we can use whatever resource

materials we want. We even know the questions ahead of time. The only tricky thing – the date.

We don’t know when we’ll sit the exam. Don’t go in empty-handed or cram at the last minute.

Being unprepared sets you up for an ambush, with your family suffering collateral damage.The

end of life is a rite of passage. Like pregnancy, it requires practical, relational, and spiritual

preparation. We will only get one chance to do dying right. Tedious work now can minimize

grievous pain later. If you knew a few hours of effort could make a life-changing difference,

would you do it? You can leave a legacy of love by relieving family members’ burdens. Put

yourself in your survivors’ shoes and pay love forward. Having your house in order will provide

a source of peace and comfort.AudienceNot everyone will get pregnant, but everyone alive

dies. It may be hard to convince a young adult of mortality, but most everyone on the north side

of sixty recognizes that, barring a scientific miracle, they are over halfway to dead. And they

have likely had the vicarious experience of someone else’s dying. How did that go? Was it a

good goodbye? If what you’ve seen is not what you want, there is an alternative. But it will

require bravery. Are you up to it? A happier ending takes planning and preparation. Reading

Good Goodbyes shows good intentions. The harder part is putting the steps into practice. We

can make excuses: “I didn’t know” or “I was scared.” When the end comes, it requires courage.

Can you be a hero? Not the jumping-on-a-grenade kind of bravery, but a willingness to face



reality, knowing your family’s happiness is at stake.Questions To Consider:What does it mean

to have “affairs in order”?Is a happy ending possible and if so, what does it take?What can I

expect as end-of-life approaches?Won’t a doctor be there to guide me and my family?When I

decided to organize our family’s affairs, it seemed overwhelming, confusing, and off-putting.

Each state with its proprietary forms added to the haphazard, fragmented, and convoluted

process. But, it needed to get done. Where do I start? Is there a right order for doing things?

What professionals do I need? Not knowing is a barrier. And, without a clear path forward it’s

easier to do nothing. Maybe that’s been your experience, too. We can only learn if we’ve been

taught. And since we don’t like to talk about death, and given the lack of guidebooks or guides,

it’s no wonder that we end up not doing anything.I would have continued procrastinating except

I needed to pick a topic for my thesis. Using two-birds-with-one-stone thinking, I chose to

research end of life to figure out what I need to know before I go. The process outlined in Good

Goodbyes is not perfect, but it will help you get started. Instead of having to reinvent the wheel,

I’ve laid out stages and steps to make it as easy as possible. Imagine trying to put together a

jigsaw puzzle without a picture. It’s not impossible, but the task is much more difficult. Getting

affairs in order is not as intuitive as assembling a jigsaw puzzle, but we apply that same

thinking to end of life. Turn the pieces face up; find the corners; build the border; fill in the center

—congratulations on making order from a jumble. And it’s more fun if we work on it

together.Why Trust Me?Personal experiences opened my eyes early to death. Over 60 years

ago, I was a 4-year-old when my favorite uncle drowned in the Harlem River. My brothers and I

were kept in the dark about what had happened to Uncle Brendan, although as it turns out, no

one knew or ever found out. I absorbed the grief, chaos, and secrecy that seemed to surround

his death. He was gone, but a holy ghost lingered. Twenty years later, my mother died. It

seemed like a delayed reaction; her brother’s death had broken her heart and it never healed.

Several years after that, disabling injuries from a parachute accident ended my Army career

and eventually led me to work as a hospital chaplain. Circumstances forced me to confront end

of life early. I want to use my experiences to be your guide at the side, sharing what I’ve

learned to help you.Books on this topic are mostly written by physicians, which makes sense

given the outsized role medicine plays in dying. I’m not a doctor, lawyer, or financial planner,

credentials that people tend to associate with end-of-life. So why trust me? Good Goodbyes

attempts to distill my insights and observations from the front lines of trauma and death. I may

not have an MD or JD, but I have street cred from being ministered to as a patient, dealing with

family member deaths, and from patients and families encountered as a chaplain – each

situation wrenching, distressing, and confusing in their own ways.What This Book Is and

Isn’tFew expect illness, injury, or death. A lack of planning compounds the trauma of ER or ICU

patients, whose concerns range from the mundane (who will walk and feed my dog while I’m

hospitalized?) to existential (how long would I want to be kept alive on machines?).Not

everyone has a pet, but we all face an expiration date.This book takes a strategic perspective

on life’s final phase, looking at the forest not trees—patterns and trends, rather than the

specifics of your particular situation.Reading is not enough. Use Good Goodbyes like a

workbook. You have to move from awareness to action, by asking yourself hard questions and

making decisions ahead of time, so you or someone else can implement the plan during a

crisis. Consider, contemplate, and complete: discern what’s important. Reflect on your

preferences. Assemble necessary documents. And, make sure your trusted people know who

they are, what you want, and where to find things. End of life is an area where surprises and

secrets are not good. From your head through your hands to your heart, this is about doing the

hard work of planning and preparing.Disclaimer: Good Goodbyes is for informational purposes



only and intended to give you the big picture. Don’t rely on this book for medical, legal, or

financial advice. Consult your trusted advisors about particulars or symptoms. But remember

that these professionals see through the lens of their training, whether body parts, legal

documents, or your net worth.Where Do I Start?There is no one right way. The only mistake is

not doing. With that in mind, choose an entry point that fits best, based on the organizing

framework of Aware, Prepare, Share and Care:Aware speaks to head wisdom: “I’m a thinker

and planner. I need to wrap my head around facts first and understand what I’m dealing with

before I tackle the nuts-and-bolts work.” Aware gives an overview of the end-of-life landscape

and landmarks on the journey – facts of life about the end of life.Prepare takes a hands-on

perspective, laying out the practical applications: “I’m a doer. I want to get my house in order by

taking care of the chores that will ease my family’s burden.” Working through these steps is a

labor of love.Medical "� The End Starts HereLegal "� Clear the Heir-WayWealth "� Good

StewardshipStuff "� Lighten UpTransition "� On Our Own TermsDisposition "� I’m Dead, Now What?

Digital "� Virtual ImmortalityShare and Care sections take a heart-centered approach: “Because

of love, I am willing to do what it takes to have my affairs in order. It scares me, but I don’t want

to be a source of pain. I realize the work is not done until I communicate my values,

preferences, and where things are. I share because I care.” Meaning well is not enough. Being

clear is kindness. Remember: sharing information with your nearest and dearest pays love

forward. When it feels hard, keep love in mind as the bottom line.Spirit/whole/soul recognizes

the fullness of life: Dying is a spiritual transition encompassing physical, emotional, and

practical aspects. End of life can be a rite of passage rather than a medical crisis. Your illness

or injury may be unavoidable, but it’s a final act of will to ensure it’s not the only thing. If you

believe we are more than bodies, here’s a chance to personalize your passage by taking a

holistic approach.Words are good; actions are better. Possibly you already know your days are

numbered. If that’s the case, do what you can, wherever you are in the process. Something is

better than nothing and sooner is better than later. You have an opportunity to challenge the

status quo by anticipating and planning, instead of waiting until you get knocked off your feet.

Face the possibilities and deal with the probabilities. Because, sooner or later, the outcome is

certain and the Reaper will come calling.Your Packing List: Practicalities of ProcessAs I walk

past the local fire station in the morning, I watch the incoming shift checking equipment. Do the

engine lights work? Are the hoses rolled neatly and packed for easy removal? Is personal gear

prepped and ready? If you call 911, you want the medical technician showing up with the aid

bag packed, not missing essential meds. You don’t want an ambulance stalling because it’s run

out of gas. Different gear but same routine for moms, vacationers, or paratroopers. You don’t

wait until the last minute to make sure your bag has the right stuff. Forget a bottle, diaper, or

special blankie, and your baby will howl his unhappiness.Pack the bag ahead of time. Fix the

roof while the sun is shining. Be proactive, not reactive. The end-of-life journey is no joke – it’s

physically, emotionally, and practically demanding. And it’s already started; we’re just not

exactly sure where we are on the path. Especially if you’ve reached a significant age milestone

or are dealing with a terminal illness, collecting your thoughts and gathering documents are

even more urgent. What you pack can make or break your trip, whether you’re heading out on

a day hike, a week at the beach, or your life journey. Personalize based on your needs. Just like

skiing or boating requires different gear, you decide what information applies to you. As we

work through the fraught process of contemplating life’s ending, some essentials will smooth

the process.Choose a buddy: An accountability partner can help with motivation. End-of-life

planning is important but usually not urgent. Tomorrow always seems like a better time to start.

This is a tough topic with a big payoff. Find a supportive partner – someone who understands



the importance and will hold your feet to the fire. It’s easy to get sidetracked. Watching reruns

or even organizing a sock drawer or alphabetizing spices have more appeal than facing the

end. Choose a friend who is willing to hold your hand while you ponder imponderables, explore

the mystery that awaits, and ensure your family isn’t blindsided when life happens. Be prepared

to be uncomfortable talking about a taboo topic and doing the tedious work. Remember your

bottom line—love—and the beneficiaries of your work—your loved ones.Find a container: Take

time to find a home (physical and/or digital) for storing important documents and tangible

assets. It doesn’t need to be pretty, just functional. Unless you already have another system in

place, find a box as a landing place to store important papers. Think of this as your treasure

chest. You can decide later if you want a nicer alternative. Saving your work to the computer

allows for easier updates.Leave a map: Like a pirate with buried booty, draw a map so

survivors can find your treasures. You’ve done the hard work; make sure it pays off. Let your

loved ones know your wishes and that they can find your “treasures,” whether documents,

jewelry, or the location of a storage unit or safe deposit box. Talk about it. Once is not

enough.And finally, remember: timing is everything. You don’t know how much warning you’ll

get. Have your “go-bag” packed and ready.Conclusion: Your Love Letter to the FutureDoes

everything have a silver lining? Maybe. For me, getting hit by a bus in 2017 was also the

catalyst for finding a thesis topic. Given the choice, I wouldn’t have picked that particular

experience.But, it awakened me to mortality…And our ultimate fragility…And not knowing what

the future holds.It forced me to ask: was I ready if something happened – or would I be leaving

a mess behind? This question keeps nagging.What about you? Are you ready?We don’t

expect to become disabled or develop dementia. It may happen.Dying on the other hand? It’s a

sure thing.If you love someone…Or someone loves you…DON’T WAIT.Do it while you can.

“Because of my love for you, I am handling these details. In my dying times and the aftermath

of my death, you will know that I care.” Start today – the first day of the rest of your life – and

take the steps that will bring you peace and ease the burden on your family.If you’re convinced

and ready, set your intention. The process of building a holistic foundation for your Good

Goodbye won’t be easy. But with love as the bottom line, it will be

worthwhile.Two:Spirit"�Fullness of LifeThe way to God is through darkness. Let there be light.Kay

reminisced about meeting George, the man who became her husband. They were on a double

date, with different people, at Disneyland. George took her hand to hurry her across Main

Street as the trolley approached. As their palms connected, Kay felt a surge of energy pass

between them. It was unlike anything she had ever experienced. After several more double

dates together, with George accompanied by a different person each time, he (finally) asked

Kay if she would care to go out with him… They connected, married, and had two daughters.

Years later, when George was diagnosed with a terminal pulmonary disease, Kay was by his

side. In the hospice facility, Kay was holding George’s hand when a surge went through her

hand – the same spark of energy she had felt thirty-five years earlier. As the feeling subsided,

George stopped breathing.The Great Unknown“Everybody wants to go to heaven, but nobody

wants to die.”4What comes next after this earthly existence: heaven, hell, or oblivion? When we

die, are we just gone? Is there really a heaven up there and a hell down there? Your guess is

as good as mine. Facing what happens next is a legitimate concern. Americans have strong

views: around 72% believe in heaven and 58% believe in hell,5 with percentages even higher

for Christians. Paradoxically, although most Americans believe in an afterlife, they fear passage

to eternity and the celestial future that awaits.One of the selling points for embracing a

particular religion is expedited entry to the “good” place – a heavenly EZ Pass. While

involvement with a religion includes many benefits, by itself, going to church doesn’t make you



“good” any more than going to a garage makes you a car. Terror about the unknown can keep

people hurtling along a do everything medical track. We trust the devil we know, the here and

now, even with its difficulties and limitations. The lack of customer reviews on the afterlife, peer-

reviewed studies on heaven, or a navigation device for reaching that destination means that

many of us cope with our deep-seated fear of death by denying or ignoring what’s ahead.

Some who have survived near-death experiences describe a tunnel leading to light and

encountering a welcoming presence. I imagine the transition as more like a water slide. Zipping

down an exhilarating, scary, and unstoppable ride until – surprise! A splash, soft landing, and

embrace by warm water. Someday, we’ll find out… Perhaps upon arrival, we will have a feeling

of déjà vu: “I remember this place. I’m home.”6All are Spiritual; Some are Religious“There is no

religion without love, and people may talk as much as they like about their religion, but if it does

not teach them to be good and kind to man and beast, it is all a sham.”7Not everyone

embraces formal religion, which focuses on particular beliefs, rituals, and practices. It doesn’t

matter. The existential aspect of life is holistic and universal, integrating body, mind, and spirit.

Our biological presence is merely a vessel for essence. If human existence is more than

physical, it follows that our living and dying are also more than medical events. Soul escapes

detection by experienced practitioner, physical exam, or diagnostic test. Whether this intangible

aspect survives the dissolution of the body depends on whether you ask a physician or a

philosopher. Father Teilhard de Chardin suggests, “We are not human beings having a spiritual

experience. We are spiritual beings having a human experience.”8 Spiritual derives from Latin

spiritus meaning breath, a root also shared with words like inspiration, respiration, and

expiration. If we have breath, we have a spiritual core, whether or not we follow a particular

religious tradition. Spirit is the essential, animating, vital core in the center of our being.

Spirituality is about the sacred, encompassing relationships, meaning, and purpose. Our

physical bodies meet the definition of sacramental – an outward sign of inward grace.
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